






















































































































Table 4-2, Minimum values ofthe ATA for several values of the FAR for the 

method 

FAR (s-') AFR (s-') N B ATA (10-' s) j TV 

10.0 72.7 1 2.71 3.67 (±0 .031) i 1 

1.0 91.4 1 6.64 1 1 . 4 ( ± 0 . 1 1 ) 1 3 

0.10 97.2 18 42.3 26.8 (±0 .21 ) I 21 

0.01 51.9 31 69.1 39.0 (± 0.27) 
i 

I.O-IQ-' 34.5 53 108.8 50.6 (±0 .27 ) j 53 

1.0-10-" 30.3 68 138.4 62.7 (±0 .31 ) j 68 

1.0T0-' 28.8 81 165.3 74.6 ( ± 0 . 3 5 ) 1 81 

method since //is 1 in both cases. 

Notice that the ratio of ö to is neady constant in the last 5 rows. The last column 

shows N which is equal to 0.49-J5. 

4.2.3 Sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) 

The sequential probability ratio test uses recursive equation (3-32) to calculate the 

parameter X. This parameter is compared to a lower threshold A and an upper threshold 

B given by equation (3-22). When X passes A a normal situation is declared, when it 

passes B an anomaly is declared. After a decision has been taken X is reset to zero. 

For finding the minimum /17/1 as a fiinction ofthe FAR, the approximation ofthe 

ATA (eq (3-38)), denved in section 3.4.2, can be used. This equation must be rewritten 

to get a reladon for the A TA as a funcfion of the FAR. For obtaining this, an equation 

for the FAR has to be derived first. This is done by makmg use of equafion (3-41): 

^^^^ - in) Ov) 

where ^ is the sampling fi-equency and Ov) the expectation value of the number of steps 

between two decisions. Using (3-22), an equadon for the FAR,,, can be derived: 

(4-2) 
exp(/l)-exp(5) 
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O?) can be approximated by dividing/I by (AX)„„,„, (eq. (3-34)). By substituting both the 

FAPj^, and in) into equation (4-1), the following equation is obtained: 

-2-1 

FAR " 
exp(/4) - 1 

exp (/4) - exp (5) 

2q-

q-^-A 
- f s -

(4-3) 

The FAR is constant for a given value of ̂  i f 

1 exp(/() - 1 

A exp(.4)-exp(5) 
(4-4) 

where c is equal to -\5.\-FARIf, for = 1.5 and = 1.616 (eq. (3-42)). 

Using equation (4-4), B can be written as a function of A and c and can be 

substituted into equadon (3-38). After dividing the result by/., an equation for the ATA 

as a function ofy4 and q is obtained: 

/ 

ATA 

-A + 21n 
i-exp(/j) 

cA 
-exp(/l) 

(4-5) 

^ 1 - 21n(^) 

Figure 4-2 shows a 

graphical representation of 

equation (4-5) for several 

values of the FAR for a 

sampling frequency of 

100 Hz. It can be seen that 

the ATA demonstrates only 

minor dependence on A. For 

FAR smaller than IQ-'' the 

minimum of ATA is close to 

A=0. For higher values of the 

FAR, the minimum shifts to 

more negative values of A. 

Figure 4-3 gives the 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

FAR = 10-' S-' 
-

-
FAR = 10-" 

FAR = 10^^ s' ' 

FAR = 0.01 -

FAR = 0.1 S-' 
- FAR = 1.0 s"̂  

FAR = 10 s-̂  

Figure 4-2. 

- 2 0 
lower boundary A 

Theoredcal ATA for the SPRT 

method {q=^\.5) 
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eq.(4-5) , A = 0 
sim., A=0 
sim., A = -4.0 

theoretical result of the^7>l 

for A=0 (eq. 4-5) and the 

results from simulation 

where A has been put equal 

to 0 and equal to -4.0. The 

sampling frequency is 

100 Hz. An artificially 

generated Gaussian dis

tributed white noise signal in 

which a step in standard 

deviation occurred, was used 

to detennine the ATA by 

simulation. Again, it can be 

seen that the ATA depends 

only little on A. The theoretical predictions of the ATA (eq. 4-5) are in good agreement 

with the results from simulation, in spite of the several approximations applied. 

10 -5 10"^ 10" 10' 
FAR ( 

10" 10° 10' 

Figure 4-3. The ATA determined by simulation 

for the SPRT method 

4.3 Theoretical comparison ofthe methods 

After having detennined the minimum values of the ATA, the thfee methods can be 

compared. Figure 4-4 shows the combined results of table 4-1 (extremes method), 

table 4-2 (x" method) and figure 4-3 (SPRT method). From figure 4-3 the resuhs from 

siiuulafion withy^=0 have been chosen. The error margins corresponding to one stan

dard deviafion ofthe ATA are given in figure 4-4, but are too small to be noticed. It is 

clear that the SPRT gives the fastest response to a change in standard deviation ofthe 

residual noise for a given FAR. 

The result presented here endorses the statement of Wald that the SPRT method 

frequently results in a considerable saving in the number of observations over the most 

efficient test procedure based on a fixed number of observations (lil<e the other two 

methods) (Wald, 1947). 

The simulations have been perfonned for other values of q as well, ranging from 2.0 

to 6.0. For all these values of ̂  the SPRT method gives the smallest ^TM for FAP^„ 

values rangnng from IO'' to IO"'. In case of the extremes and the method the model 

parameters for which the A TA obtains its minimum depend on q. For higher values of 
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q the minima of the ATA 

are reached for smaller 

values of N and ni 

(extremes method) and 

for smaller values of N 

and B (%' method). 

When q increases the 

ATA decreases. For q=2.0 

the minimum ATA is 

equal to 0.2 s {FAR= 

10'-'s"') and for q=2.5 it is 

even less than 0.1 s 

{FAR=10-^ s'). It must be 

noted here that these 

figures apply to a samp

ling fi-equency of 100 Hz. 

By decreasing the sampling frequency, the ATA is increased considerably for a given 

value ofthe FAR. For example, a sampling frequency of 10 Hz gives a minimum/174 

of approximately 5 s; a sampling frequency of 1 Hz results in a minimum ATA of 

almost 40 s (FAR=\0-- s' in both cases). 

Suuulafions for q<\ have been performed as well. Again it was found that the SPRT 

method is the best method, since it gives the smallest /174 for a given FAR. 

Figure 4-4. Comparison of the ATA for the three 

detection methods as a function ofthe FAR 

(/;= 100 Hz, ^ = 1.5) 

4.4 Application of the signal processing and anomaly detection 

methods to thermocouple signals 

In this section the signal processing methods presented in chapter 2 and the three 

anomaly detection methods are applied to noise signals from thennocouples. Results 

are shown of applying the anomaly detection methods directly to the thennocouple 

noise and of applying them to the outcomes of signal processing. 

Measurements were perfonned on the Delft Simulated Reactor (DeSiRe) (van de 

Graaf 1994) at the Interfaculty Reactor Institute. DeSiRe is an electrically heated 

scaled model of the Dodewaard BWR. It consists of the most important parts that 

govern the naUiral circulation; a fuel assembly, a dser and a downcomer. The assembly 
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consists of 35 electrically heated 'fuel' rods, which have a cosine axial power 

distribution, and one instrumentadon rod. DeSiRe is equipped with a lot of 

measurement devices among which thennocouples. Inspection of the coolant is 

possible dirough viewing ports located at several axial posidons in the assembly wall. 

Two experiments with changing heating power were performed with this facility. The 

temperature of the coolant was measured with a thennocouple in the instrumentation 

rod located at 12 cm above the inlet of the 'fuel' assembly. 

When perfonning anomaly detection in a practical situation different steps can be 

distinguished. First, the signals to be measured and the measurement parameters 

(sampling and fdter frequencies, duradon of measurement etc.) have to be chosen. 

Second, signal processing has to be applied to the measured signals. Third, the methods 

for anomaly detection and their parameters must be chosen. Finally, the detecüon 

results must be interpreted. These steps will be discussed separately for the 

experiments that were perfonned with the DeSiRe facility. 

4.4.1 Measurements 

Two experiments were perfonned with DeSiRe: 

1. Step in heahng power fi-om 24 kW to 45 kW at t=433 s after the beginning ofthe 

measurement. The beginning of boiling was observed at approximately 7 s after 

the step through a viewing port located at 7.5 cm above the inlet ofthe 'fuel' 

assembly. 

2. Heating power slowly increasing fi-om 15 kW to 47 kW (ramp). The start ofthe 

ramp is at t=311 s after the beginning of the measurement and its duration is 

approximately 413 s. A clear beginning of boiling could not be observed due to the 

slow increase of the headng power. 

For evei-y experiment the temperature of the coolant was measured with a 

Table 4-3. Measurement parameters 

Sampling period, sampling fi-equency A r = 3 0 m s , ƒ. = 331/3 Hz 

Filter fi-equencies (//7'=high pass, LP=low pass) /hp = 0.04 Uz,f,p= 12 Hz 

Number of samples per signal 100x256 = 25600 

Duration of signal r=A7'-25600 = 768 s 
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thennocouple. The parameters used in both the measurements are given in table 4-3. 

4.4.2 Signal processing 

AR analysis 

For measurement 1, AR analysis (Burg's method) was applied to the fust 5000 data 

points (t = 0-15 s) of the thennocouple noise signal. Using the FPE led to a model 

order of 27 (see paragraph 2.2.1). 

For measurement 2, AR analysis was also applied to the first 5000 data points of the 

thermocouple noise signal. Using the FPE led to a model order of 30. 

The fact that the two signals yield a different order of the AR-model is probably due 

to stadstics. 

Wavelet analysis 

Wavelet analysis was applied to both thennocouple noise signals using the Gabor 

mother-wavelet with input order ranging from 2 until 25 (central wavelet frequency 

ranging from 16.667 Hz (Nyquist frequency) undl 0.31 Hz). This resulted in 24 

wavelet coefficient dme series. The results with input order 7 (central frequency = 

7 Hz) will be presented at the end of this chapter. For this input order 27 signal data 

points are needed to detennine one wavelet coefficient. 

Fractal analysis 

Fractal analysis was applied to both thennocouple noise signals for {A',^} = {(32, 

1-4); (64, 1-8); (128, 1-16); (256, 1-32); (512, 1-64); (1024, 1-128)}. The resuhs for 

N,k = {5\l, 1-64) will be presented at the end of this chapter. It can be nodced that 

fractal analysis requires much more data points (512) compared to AR-analysis and 

wavelet analysis, which require only 28/31 and 27 data points, respecdvely. 

4.4.3 Setup of the anomaly detection 

The anomaly detection methods will now be applied to the thennocouple noise 

signals and to the results fi'om signal processing. This means that 12 detection results 

per measurement are obtained. Before starting the anomaly detection, the method 

parameters must be chosen. In practical applications it is usually demanded that the 

FAR must be smaller than or equal to a certain value. Here it is required that the 
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number of false alann encountered is zero. In case of the first measurement the first 

433 seconds of the detection result are used for counting the number of false alanns. 

In case of the second measurement the first 311 seconds are used. 

For each application of the extremes method the minimum value of N, for achieving 

a false-alarm-free detection result, will be detennined. Once JV is known, i7i and k must 

be determined, demanding that the anomaly is detected as fast as possible. The 

parameters m and k are not detennined by trail and enor but by making use of the 

results obtained earlier in this chapter. For determining m and k the results from section 

4.2.1 are used, namely the reladon «7=0.182-//for m and a value of k according to table 

4-1. For these values of m and k the ATA is minimized, in theory. The same is done for 

the method, be it, that B must be detennined from N. For this the relation of 

B=N/0A9 is taken (see secdon 4.2.2). For the SPRT method/4 is set equal to zero and 

the minimum value of B is detennined (see section 4.2.3). 

For the SPRT method the standard deviation of the data series in the anomalous 

situation must be chosen, since it appears in the equation with which the method 

parameter X is calculated (eq. (3-32)). In this applicadon q {=0^0^) is chosen equal to 

1.25. When perfonning anomaly detection with the SPRT method there is the problem 

what to decide when X is in between the two decision boundaries A and B. Actually the 

method takes no decision at all. In this application the state of the process is taken to 

be equal to the outcome of the last decision. This means that at every step the state of 

the process is defined. 

Table 4-4 shows the parameters of the detection methods detennined in such a way 

as described earlier in this section. There are two exceptions, namely the parameters 

of the extremes and %' method applied to the first fi-actal dimension time series. In 

these two cases it was not possible to eliminate eveiy false alann. Therefore, the 

demand that ATA should be minimal, in theoiy, was put aside in order to obtain a false-

alarm-free detection result. It can be seen that the smallest parameter values are 

obtained when applying the detection methods to the residual noise. 

The anomalies which were inUoduced in the measurements may not only change the 

standard deviation but may also change the average value ofthe data series. This is 

even rather likely in case of the wavelet coefficient and fi-actal dimension time series. 

For the sake of comparison the standard deviation test will be applied to all the data 

series. The average value of the first 5000 data points of the data series will be 

subtracted from the data series before the anomaly detection method is applied. 
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Figure 4-5. Detecdon of a step in heating power 
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Figure 4-5. Detection of a step in heating power 
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Table 4-4. Parameters of anomaly detection methods 

extremes SPRT 

A' m k N B B 

temperature noise 125 23 1.95 97 198.0 16.5 
Step in 

residual noise 47 9 2.04 50 102.0 10.5 
heating 

102.0 10.5 

power wavelet coefficient 196 36 1.95 194 395.9 31.7 

fractal dimension 600 540 1.95 600 5229.0 2401.0 

Ramp 
temperature noise 102 19 1.95 112 228.6 21.4 

in residual noise 91 17 1.95 71 144.9 10.7 
heating wavelet coefficient 152 28 1.95 138 281.6 25.4 
power 

fractal dimension 600 334 1.95 1247 2544.9 295.0 

4.4.4 Results of the anomaly detection 

Figure 4-5 and 4-6 show the results of the analysis and the anomaly detecdon. 

Figure 4-5 gives the results ofthe detecdon of boiling ofthe coolant due to a step in 

heating power. Figure 4-6 shows the results in case of a power ramp. Each figure 

presents the results of applying the three anomaly detection methods, using the 

pai-ameters given in table 4-4, to the thennocouple noise signal and to the results from 

signal processing. Table 4-5 presents the times to alann {TA) values obtained with the 

anomaly detection. 

Detection of a step in heating power (figure 4-5) 

- The SPRT method gives, on the average, the smallest TA. When applied to the 

thennocouple noise signal it gives the smallest 7>1 overall, (table 4-5) 

- The differences between the TA values of the f and SPRT method are small, except 

for the fiactal dimension time series. The extremes method gives substantially 

higher TA values, (table 4-5) 

- The TA values obtained with the thennocouple and residual noise signals differ only 

shghtly and are somewhat smaller than the ones obtained with the wavelet 
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Figure 4-6. Detection of a ramp in heating power 
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Figure 4-6. Detection of a ramp in headng power 
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Table 4-5. Points of detection of anomaly 

(figure 4-5 and 4-6) 
coefficient dme series. The 

TA values obtained with the 

fiactal dimension dme series 

are much larger, (table 4-5) 

- The SPRT method gives 

more alann failures than the 

other two methods, except 

for the fiactal dimension 

time series (figure 4-5). The 

number of alann failures 

could be reduced by lowering 

the lower threshold ŷ . If A is 

made smaller than -\r\{q)= 

-0.22 than the parameter A, 

cannot reach the lower 

threshold within one step 

(see secdon 3.4.2). Setting/I 

equal to -0.25 in case of the 

thennocouple noise, the 

residual noise and the wavelet coefficient time series reduces the number of alann 

failures but keeps the 7>ls at the same value. Agam, it should, however, be said that 

the AFR is of minor importance (see chapter 1). 
- Four detection results are free fi-om alann failures, (figures 4-5.8, 12, 13 and 18) 

Detection of a ramp in heating power (figure 4-6) 

- Applying the detection methods to the fractal dimension time senes gives the 

smallest TA values. Only the f and the SPRT method applied to the residual noise 

give comparable TA values. This result is veiy much in contrast with the result 

obtained with the step in power. 
- When the fractal dimension is used, an alann-failure-free detection result is 

obtained. 

- Applying the f and the SPRT method to the residual noise gives a much better 

result than when applying them to the thennocouple noise sigmal. 

Detection 

method 
applied to: 

Points of detection 

step ramp 

extremes temp, noise 6.42 s 75.99 s 

temp, noise 6.09 s 76.95 s 

SPRT temp, noise 6.03 s 77.61 s 

extremes residual noise 6.39 s 75.90 s 

f residual noise 6.18 s 37.29 s 

SPRT residual noise 6.18 s 37.23 s 

extremes wavelet coef. 7.86 s 51.69 s 

wavelet coef. 6.60 s 55.62 s 

SPRT wavelet coef. 6.54 s 55.56 s 

extremes fractal dim. 32.55 s 38.10 s 

fractal dim. 27.54 s 36.45 s 

SPRT fractal dim. 17.79 s 33.09 s 
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4.5 Conclusions 

Three anomaly detection methods, namely the extremes, the %' and the SPRT 

method were compared with each other. It was found theoretically and numerically that 

the SPRT method is the best method, since it gives the smallest/17/4 for all values of 

the FAR and q studied. The AFR is considered to be of minor importance. The 

method is better than the extremes method in this respect. 

The optimization of the extremes method made it clear that two method parameters 

can be chosen independently for a given FAR. There is a strong indication that the 

minimymi ATA is obtained for a constant ratio of m to A'̂ for all possible values of q and 

the FAR. The larger q, the smaller A' for which the ATA is minimized for a given FAR. 

For the x ' method only one method parameter has to be chosen for a given FAR. The 

larger q, the smaller for which the ATA is minimized for a given FAR. 

The FAR,,, and the AFR„„ of the SPRT method are smaller than the FAPj,, and 

AFPj,, in con-espondence with the theoretical result of chapter 3. The ATA depends 

only litde on A. 

The practical applications of the detection methods show that the SPRT method 

does not always give the smallest TA but is in some cases outstripped by the other two 

methods. The TA values of the %' and the SPRT methods differ only slightly, on the 

average, but are mostly substantially smaller than the TA of the extremes method. 

The perfonnance of the detection methods applied to the wavelet coefficient and 

fractal dimension dme series could further be improved i f the methods would also 

account for a change in average value. The methods that were applied only focussed 

on a change in standard deviation. 

The application of the detection methods to the fi'actal dimension time series gave 

some remarkable results. In a DeSiRe measurement with a gradually increasing heating 

power, this increase was detected very early, whereas an abrupt change of the heating 

power was detected with much delay. This could indicate that fractal analysis is very 

sensitive to small changes in the thennocouple noise signal but is also very slow. 

When perfonning a continuous anomaly detection, it must be nodced that the nonnal 

state of the process under sui^veillance is subject to slow and small changes. This 

means that not only the characteristics of the anomalous data series but also the 

characteristics of the 'nonnal' data series are a variable entity. To account for this fact, 

the characterisrics of the nonnal data series have to be detennined again from time to 

time during the condnuous anomaly detection. 
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Chapter 5 

B E C I S I O N MAKING USING FUZZY L O G I C 

5.1 Introduction 

Fuzzy logic represents a widening of the classical binary calculation. It extends the 

two conditions known from binary calculation (true and false or 0 and 1) with in 

between conditions (for example suspect or Vi, respectively). The theory stems from 

the desire to create a computer logic to deal with human ambiguities such as small, 

medium and large. Zadeh extended this theory with a mathematical description of 

variables with linguisdc values (Zadeh, 1965). The rules for combining these variables 

constitute the axiomatic basis of the theory of fuzzy logic. 

In this chapter fiizzy logic is used to combine the results of several signal processing 

techniques. Suppose a signal is analyzed with three signal processing techniques. Each 

technique will probably be sensitive to changes of different features of the signal. 

Therefore, it is desirable to combine the outcomes of the different techniques in order 

to arrive at one single decision about the state ofthe process. 

A possible method for combining the outcomes could be a simple m out of /? 

approach. In case three anomaly detection methods are used, it could simply be stated 

that i f two out of the three methods detect an anomaly, the state of the process is 

anomalous, else it is nonnal. A m out of n approach also gi-eatly reduces the FAP. 

Suppose a two out of three approach is used and each method has a known FAP 

denoted by FAP^, /=1..3. The overall FAP is then equal to FAP,-FAP, + FAP^-FAP^ + 

FAP2FAP^ plus a higher order tenn. This is, however, only true when the three 

methods are independent, else the overall FAP will be higher. 

A disadvantage of a m out of n approach is that a lot of infonnatlon is lost due to the 

crisp boundaries that are used in the anomaly detection methods and in the fmal 

decision. Imagine, for example, that a certain anomaly is detected by one method but 
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not by the other two methods due to the fact that their decision boundaries were chosen 

too high. The en'oneous fmal decision using the two out of three approach would be 

that the process is in a nonnal state. By using fuzzy logic in this case the taking of a 

crisp decision can be postponed as long as possible, avoiding the discarding of any 

valuable informadon. 

Fuzzy logic is especially used in the field of system and process control (Kuan el al., 

1992; Park et at., 1995) and in the field of safety analysis and management (Yu el al, 

1993; Park et ai, 1994) and has some applications in signal detection and analysis 

(Saade et al., 1994; Chen et ai, 1995) although mainly outside the field of reactor 

science and technology. 

Holbert, Heger and Alang-Rashid applied fuzzy logic to the problem of sensor 

vahdadon (Holbert el al. 1994). In their case the important quantides are the magnitude 

ofthe deviation ofthe sensor signal from nonnal operation and the rate of occunence 

of this deviation. The same quantities will be used in the approach presented in this 

chapter with the exception that the data value instead of the signal deviation will be 

used. The more general name of'data value' instead of'signal value' is used here, since 

the input data of the fuzzy-logic approach can be signals or dme series. Here, time 

series will be used as input data for the fuzzy-logic approach. Two so-called universes 

of discourse (UOD) are defined, namely the UOD data value and the UOD probability 

of occurrence. 

Per UOD a number of membership fimctions are defined using time series data. The 

purpose of the membership functions is to translate the time series data fi-om the 

numeric (crisp) domain to the fuzzy domain. This is also called the fuzzificadon. 

Within the fiizzy domain, relationships between the input and the output fuzzy 

variables are defined. This is called the inference. The fmal step is the defuzzification 

during which the fuzzy output data are franslated back to crisp data. Each of these steps 

will be explained in more detail in the remaining of this chapter. 

The fuzzy-logic approach will be presented and explained by applying it to results 

from signal processing. These results are obtained through analysis of a sigmal 

generated by an AR model. The synthetic signal and its analysis results are shown in 

secdon 5.2. In secdon 5.3 the fuzzy-logic approach is presented. Finally, the approach 

will be applied to time series obtained through analysis of other synthetic signals in 

order to test the applicability of the approach. 
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5.2 The input data for the fuzzy-logic approach 

In this section, a signal is generated by AR models which were estimated using a 

measured neutron noise signal. This means that the synthetic signal has real physical 

characterisdcs. The advantage of using a synthedc signal is that the start and the 

duration of the signal parts, corresponding to different process states, are exactly 

known. This is necessary, since a large amount of information about the input and the 

output required is needed for the fhzzy-logic approach. This also means that the 

approach is different fVom the anomaly detection methods that were presented in 

chapter 3. In case of the anomaly detection methods no infonnatlon about the anomaly 

and the features of the anomalous part of the signal is needed. It is only necessaiy to 

know the features of the nonnal part ofthe signal. 

The AR models for generating the sigmal are detennined using a neutron noise signal 

from the IRI08 measurement perfonned with the NIOBE facility (see chapter I) 

(Kozma, 1992). Figure 5-1 shows the thennocouple signal ofthe measurement. Three 

mtei-vals, each one consisting of 4000 points, ofthe neutron noise sigmal were used for 

estimating three AR models with model order 50, refened to as model number 1,2 and 

3, respectively. Burg's method was used for estimating the AR models (see par. 2.2.2). 

The first intei-val conesponds to a nonnal situation in which there is no boiling. The 

second and third inteival represent anomalous states characterized by intennediate and 
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4200 4400 4600 
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Figure 5-1. Thennocouple sigmal of IRI08 measurement (NIOBE facility) 
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Signal generated by 3 AR-models 

Cut neutron noise signal from IRIOfl measurement 

time (s) 

Figure 5-2. Synthetic and measured neutron noise signal 

full boiling, respectively. The sampling frequency of the neutron noise signal is 32 Hz. 

For generating the synthetic signal a white noise signal was used as input to the AR 

models. In order to introduce the first anomaly into the signal the AR coefficients of 

the first AR model were changed to the coefficients of the second model at data point 

4001 (125.03 s). The second anomaly was introduced at data point 8001 (250.03 s) by 

changing the AR coefficients to the ones of the third model. A smooth transition from 

one part to the other is guaranteed by using data of the fonner part to calculate the 

inidal signal values of the present part ofthe signal. 

Figure 5-2 shows the synthetic signal and the neutron noise signal existing ofthe 

three time intervals connected to each other. Also shown are the intervals. By taking 

a closer look at the cut neutron noise signal abiupt ü ansidons can be seen at data points 

4001 and 8001. There are no abrupt transidons in the synthedc signal. 

Autoregi-essive, wavelet and fi-actal analysis were applied to the synthetic signal. For 

AR analysis the model was used that was estimated using the first 4000 data points of 

the neutron noise signal. The parameters of this AR model were not changed during the 
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residual noise signal 

wavelet coefficient time series 
2.5 
2.0 
1.5 
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200 400 
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Figure 5-3. Results of analysis of synthedc signal 

analysis. For the wavelet analysis many input orders were applied of which input order 

12 was used here. For fractal analysis the result obtained with A^=128 and k=l-S was 

used. Figure 5-3 shows the results fi-om the three analysis techniques. 

As can be seen in figure 5-3 the three analysis techniques react differendy to the 

three process states. For the residual noise there is a clear distinction between the 

normal part on one hand and the two anomalous parts on the other. The difference 

between the two anomalous parts is much less clear. The wavelet coefficient dme 

series shows an opposite result. Here the difference between the two anomalous parts 

is clearly visible, whereas the difference between the nonnal and the first anomalous 

part seems only small. The fi-actal dimension time series has different characteristics 

for each of the three process states. Another feature to be nodced is the fluctuating 

behaviour of both the residual noise and the wavelet coefficient time series during the 

presence of an anomaly. 
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5.3 The fuzzy-logic approach 

In this section all the steps of the fuzzy-logic approach are presented and explained 

using the three signal analysis results obtained in the previous section. The membership 

funcdons and the relationships between the input and output hazzy variables are 

defmed. Finally, it will be shown that the fuzzy-logic approach is able to give a fast 

detection ofthe two anomalous states without any false alarms. 

The membership functions 

The first step is to define the membership functions in the UODs data vahie and 

probability of occurrence. A membership function is a mathematical description ofthe 

distribudon of membership values that characterize the uncertainty of input value x 

belonging to a subset G. The degree of association of an input data value with its 

respecdve fuzzy variable is numerically represented by the membership value p. 

Common membership fimctions are triangular or trapezoidal or are modified versions 

ofthe Gaussian distribudon (Kaufinann, 1975). Here trapezoidal membership functions 

will be used. The general fonn of the trapezoidal membership function is: 

p - PG(X) = M I N 
X ~a. X - a. 

a^-a 
( l i ï O ) , (5-1) 

where a, 4 are specific points of the 

membership function as given in figure 

5-4. It should be noted here that and Oj 

can have the value zero and and 174 can 

be infinite. 

Within the UOD data value three 

membership functions are defined, which 

are called: small (.v/??), medium {md) and 

large {ig). The points of the membership 

funcdons are detennined using the 

probabihty density fijncdon (PDF) of a 

tune series at a certain process state. This means that per time series three PDFs are 

detennined, namely a PDF of the nonnal part, a PDF ofthe first anomalous part and 

^ 1 
JD 

B 

^0- -
•0 »! 

Figure 5-4. 

a2 33 

data value x 

34 

trapezoidal membership 

funcdon 
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-1.5 0.0 
data value a;* 

1.5 

a PDF of the second 

anomalous part. Figure 

5-5 shows how the PDF is 

used in detennining the 

points of the membership 

functions. It must be 

noted that the member

ship functions medium 

and large consist of two 

parts each as can be seen 

in figure 5-5. The sum of 

the membership values is 

equal to I everywhere. 

This is not compulsory; it 

is, however, not allowed 

to have gaps in the 

definitions of the 

membership functions 

within a UOD (Schuite, 

1994). -

Each membership 

function covers one third 

of the PDF. Table 5-1 

shows how the till ég, 

given in figure 5-5, are 

detennined. I f a randomly taken time series value belongs to the same process state as 

the membership fimctions to which it is applied, then this value has an equal 

probability to be a member of one of the three membership fimctions. 

When all the membership functions have been detennined, the time series values are 

applied to the membership functions of the time series conesponding to the three 

process states. The degn-ee of association of each input rime series value with a 

membership fimction is numerically represented by the fuzzy membership value \x'\, 

where / denotes the dme series number,7 process state number and k the membership 

fimcdon. This means that for one rime series value 9 membership values are obtained. 

At least three of these membership values are equal to zero. 

probability of occurrence 

Figure 5-5. Definition of the membership fimcrions in the 

two UODs 
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Over the last JV data points of the input time series 

the probability of occurrence of each data value class 

is detennined by calculating the sum of the 

membersiiip values of the data points and dividing 

this by Â : 

Table 5-1. Points of member-

Â  

Â  
(5-2) 

ship functions 

k Surface under PDF 
u left of line x=b 

1/6 - 1/24 

b2 1/6 + 1/24 

b. 1/3 - 1/24 

b. 1/3 + 1/24 

b, 2/3 - 1/24 

be 2/3 + 1/24 

b, 5/6 - 1/24 

b. 5/6 + 1/24 

Dividing N by the sampling frequency gives a value 

for the time interval needed for calculating the 

The probabilities of occuiTcnce are then applied to 

the membership funcdons of the coiTesponding UOD 

which are also shown in figure 5-5. This UOD also contains three membership 

functions which are called: low {Io), average {av) and high {hi). As can be seen in 

figure 5-5 the membership function av has its maximum for ƒ •-'̂ .= 1/3. In this mamier, 

27 membership values per signal value are obtained: one for each data value class, 

probability of occunence class and process state combination. 

The decision rules 

I f the last N time series values were taken from a certain process state and were 

applied to the membership functions belonging to that same process state, then it would 

be very likely that each data value class has an average probability of occunence. 

Therefore, the relationships between the input and output fuzzy variables are defined 

as shown in table 5-2. These reladonships are also called the decision rules ofthe 

fuzzy-logic approach. 

Table 5-2. Definition of decision rules for one process state 

data value 
small 

(.S777) 

medium 

{md) 

large 

{Ig) 
probability of 

occuiTence J-

small 

(.S777) 

medium 

{md) 

large 

{Ig) 

low {lo) anomalous anomalous anomalous 

average (ov) nonnal nonnal nonnal 

high {hi) anomalous anomalous anomalous 
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A time series is 'nonnal' i f each data value class has an average probability of 

occunence. It should be noted that 'nonnal' and 'anomalous' are reladve names. If, 

for example, the matrix belongs to the fust anomalous state ('intennediate boiling' 

state) then 'nonnal' means that the time series has characteristics that are in 

accordance with those expected at this process state. 

The fuzzy membership value of the 'nonnal' state is defmed as: 

ij 1 , ij ^ ij ^ ij s. 

The fuzzy membership values of the three states are defmed as: 

lot \_, 1,1 2,1 3,1 . 
l^nonn V 1̂HO/7» ^ V-iionn ^ \^iionii) ' (5-4) 

lol ^ 1 /1.2 2,2 3,2 . 
\^anoml V l̂ /;o/7?; ^ \^iionn V-noivi) (5-5) 

lol _ \ , 1,3 2,3 3,3 s 

V-aiioni2 Z,^^ 
nonii ^ \^iwivt * ^^iioivi) • (5"6) 

In equation (5-3) till (5-6) the average of three fuzzy membership values is taken 

instead of the minimum or the product (bounded, algebraic) (Kruse et al., 1994) which 

are commonly used in case of an AND statement. Taking the minimum or a product 

operator, however, led to much higher values of N and to longer ATAs for the two 

anomalous states in the applications that will be shown later in this chapter. 

Defuzzification 

The final step in the fuzzy-logic approach is to leave the fuzzy envirorunent and 

return to a crisp environment. This is done using the maximum membership 

dehizzificadon scheme. This scheme simply selects that fuzzy output variable having 

the largest value. This means that the process state with the largest membership value 

is chosen as the most probable state of the process. 
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Result of applying the fuzzy-logic approach to analysis results 

The fuzzy-logic approach is applied to the three time series presented in figure 5-3. 

For A =̂45 (7^=1.41 s) a false-alann-fi-ee detection result is obtained for which the ATAs. 

ofthe anomalous states are minimized. A false-alarm-free detection result means that 

the process states are not detected before they actually occur. The first three graphs of 

figure 5-6 show the fijzzy membership values of the three states for 7V=45. The fourth 

graph of figure 5-6 shows the result of the defijzzificadon for #=45. The first 

fuzzy membership value of normal state 

fuzzy membership value of first anomalous state 

fuzzy membership value of second anomalous state 
J 

output after defuzzification {N=45, T^=1A1 s) 

[ I I I U I 
I I I 

[ I I I U I 

output after defuzzification ( J V = 2 6 0 , 7 ^ = 8 . 1 3 s) 

200 400 
time (s) 

Figure 5-6. Results of applying the fijzzy-logic approach to the analysis results 

shown in figure 5-3 
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anomalous state is detected for the first dme at posidon 4076 and the second 

anomalous state at posidon 8171. This means that the ATAs are equal to 2.34 s and 

5.31 s, respectively. 

For obtaining a detection result free from identification errors must be at least 260 

(r^=8.13 s). The bottom graph of figure 5-6 shows that for tiiis value of each process 

state is, apart from a detection delay, identified correctly during its presence. In this 

case, the times to detecdon are equal to 7.16 s and 11.03 s, respectively. 

5.4 Application ofthe fuzzy-logic approach 

In order to check the validity of this fiizzy-logic approach it will be applied to the 

analysis results of a signal which was detennined using the same AR models but with 

a white noise signal having a different seed as input to the AR models. The 

membership functions detennined in the previous section are used here. Figure 5-7 

shows the new synthetic signal. The three analysis techniques were applied to this new 

signal. 

For A =̂72 (7,̂ =2.25 s) the ATAs ofthe two anomalous states are minimized, under 

the restriction that no false alanns occur. The first anomalous state is detected after 

öfl 0 

> -2 

signal generated with the same AR -model 

signal generated with altered AR- model 
—1 

200 
time (s) 

Figmre 5-7. Sigmals generated for checking the ftizzy-logic approach 
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3.38 s and the second anomalous state after 3.72 s. An idendfication-error-free 

detecdon result requires jVto be equal to 385 (7^=12.03 s). The times to detection are 

10.44 s and 8.59 s, respectively. This shows that the fuzzy-logic approach also gives 

good results in case of another signal having the same characteristics as the original 

signal. 

Finally, the fuzzy-logic 

approach is tested using a 

different synthetic signal. 

Again, the membership 

fimctions are not changed. 

The spectrum of the 

measured neutron noise 

signal in case of boiling 

shows a dominant 3.2-Hz 

peak, which is not present 

in the spectrum in case of 

no boiling (see figure 

5-8). For generating the 

new synthetic signal AR 

models 2 and 3 were 

slightly changed in order to remove the 3.2-Hz peak from the spectrum of the new 

signal. This was done by shifting one pair of complex conjugated poles of the two AR 

models. 

The three signal processing techniques are applied to the new synthetic signal and 

their results are used as input to the fuzzy-logic approach. AR and fractal analysis still 

show a reasonable change due to the anomalies but wavelet analysis shows no 

deviating response to the two anomalous states. The response of wavelet analysis can 

be explained by considering the fact that for input order 12 wavelet analysis focuses 

on changes in the frequency content of the spectrum around 2.8 Hz. 

The result of this fuzzy-logic applicadon is that the second anomalous state is not 

detected at all, but is identified as the first anomalous (intermediate boiling) state. The 

first anomalous state is detected only after 16.25 s (^=45) or 16.38 s (#=72). The fact 

that this state is sdll detected can be explained by the fact that removing the 3.2-Hz 

peak does not change the 'intennediate boiling' state to such an extent that it becomes 

undetectable. 

frequency (Hz) 

Figure 5-8. Spectrum of 'boiling' and 'non-boiling' 

neutron noise signal 
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5.5 Conclusions 

The fuzzy-logic approach presented in diis chapter is a veiy promising approach for 

combining the outcomes of several signal processing techniques. It enables one to 

distinguish one process state from the other. The parameters ofthe approach are fully 

determined by the PDFs of the different parts of the input data series. The only 

paiameter which has to be chosen is the number of data points used per decision (AO. 

In this chapter, the processing techniques were all applied to one signal (signal 

processing redundancy). It is, however, also possible to use signals from several 

redundant sensors and apply the same analysis technique(s) to all the signals (sensor 

redundancy). Another option is to apply the fuzzy-logic approach directly to the signals 

without analyzing them first. In this manner the measurement results from different 

redundant sensors can be combined. 

Another oprion is to perfonn anomaly detection on the results of signal processing 

and then use adapted versions of the output of the anomaly detection methods as input 

for the fiizzy-logic approach. If, for example, SPRT would be applied to the residual 

noise the SPRT parameter X or a variable derived from this parameter (see par. 3.4) 

could be used as input. 

In order to apply this approach in practice, one has to know all possible process 

states and the characteristics of the time series at each process state. 
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Chapter 6 

N E U T R O N NOISE MEASUREMENTS W I T H 

T H E SIMBOL F A C I L I T Y 

In this chapter, the experiments perfonned with the SIMBOL facility and their 

results are presented. First, the general considerations that led to the constmcdon of 

SIMBOL and a description of this facility will be given. Second, the experimental 

conditions and the setup of the experiments will be discussed. The chapter will be 

concluded with the application of the signal processing techniques (chapter 2), the 

anomaly detection methods (chapter 3) and the fhzzy-logic approach (chapter 5) to the 

measurement results. 

6.1 General considerations 

The aim ofthe experiments with the SIMBOL facility is to simulate boding ofthe 

coolant of a PWR by blowing nitrogen bubbles and to investigate the effect ofthe 

bubbles on the neutron noise. SIMBOL is positioned next to the core ofthe Hoger 

Ondenvijs Reactor (HOR) of the Interfaculty Reactor Institute (IRI). The experiments 

are done without intemipting the nonnal operation schedule ofthe HOR. 

The HOR is a pool-type research reactor of 2 MWth power with a maximum thennal 

neuti-on flux of approximately 2-10'-' cm'̂ s"'. The core is located at the bottom of a 8 m 

deep pool filled with 250,000 1 of demi-water. The water streams downwards through 

the core with an average velocity in the fuel assemblies of 60 cm/s. The HOR is fuelled 

with highly enriched uranimn (93 wt %) located in the fuel plates ofthe MTR-type 

assemblies. An MTR assembly consists of 19 fuel plates of 1.1 mm thickness each. The 

fuel assemblies have a 76x80 mm^ rectangular cross-section and an active length of 
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600 ram. The main construction material of the core is aluminium. The reactor is 

controlled by 4 control rods. The HOR is a combined water- and Beryllium-reflected 

system. An example of the core configuration of the HOR is shown in figure 6-1, with 

25 fuel elements and 11 Be-reflector elements. 

^^^^^^^^ 

O O 
O O 

Reflector element 

Empty position (water) 

Control element 

Fuel assembly 

Possible position of SIMBOL 

10 cm 

Figure 6-1. Map of the HOR core. There are two possible positions for SIMBOL. 

The SIMBOL facility was developed as a result of shortcomings of the fonner 

experimental facility named NIOBE (see chapter 1). This facility was designed to 

evoke boiling of the coolant through electrical headng of 3 metal plates. It was 

equipped with neutron detectors and thennocouples of which the latter were positioned 

inside the plates. This meant that the thennocouples measured the temperature ofthe 

inside of the plates, which is different from the temperature of the coolant. With 

NIOBE it was impossible to detennine the starting time and the starting posidon of 

boiling, which, however, is essential for doing research on the application of anomaly 

detecdon to reactor noise signals. Moreover, the plates were not the only heat source 

due to the heat production of the reactor core, thus making the decision about the 

presence of boiling even more difficult. 

Therefore, an experimental facility was needed in which the position, starting time 

and intensity of boiling are exactly known. This led to the design of SIMBOL in which 
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in 

is 

boiling is simulated by blowing nitrogen bubbles into the water. No heat is added 

this faeihty. The disadvantage of this facility is that blowing nitrogen bubbles . 

different f i om boilmg in the physical sense. Investigating this difference is beyond the 

scope of this thesis. This is why the connecdon with boiling will be abandoned and the 

general word anomaly will be used instead from now on. 

6.2 Description of S I M B O L 

SIMBOL consists of a simulated 4x4 PWR assembly (the core ofthe facility), a 

closed water circuit with a circuladon pump, a nitrogen supply to the core of the 

facility via capillanes and a number of manual valves and gas flow meters to control 

the nitrogen flow rate. Figui'e 6-2 shows the lower part ofthe facility consisting ofthe 

pedestal, the core and the upper chamber where the capillaries are connected to thicker 

tubes. The water and nitrogen are transported from the core ofthe facility via the upper 

chamber to the outlet-pipe. The outlet-pipe is comiected to a cask (not shown m 

figui-e 6-2) which is located above the water surface ofthe reactor pool. In this cask the 

nitrogen is separated from the water in order to avoid that the mtrogen is transported 

through the core more than once. Also shown in figure 6-2 are the vertical and 

horizontal scale. The core and the upper chamber are shown open for visual purposes 

but are closed m reality. Figure 6-3 shows a section ofthe core ofthe facility. In both 

figures the posidon with respect to the core is indicated. 

Unfortunately, it was not possible to use the circulation pump during the 

expenments that were perfonned with SIMBOL (see fiirther on in this chapter), since 

radiafion measurements during operation of SIMBOL have shown that the dose rate 

near the cask reaches unacceptably high values in case of operation of the pump. 

Natural circulation of the water was prohibited too by closing a valve in the supply-

pipe. This means that the nitrogen bubbles were released in stagnant water. 

The core ofthe facility consists of 4x4 tubes in a PWR configuradon (see fig. 6-3). 

These 16 tubes are positioned in a square case with inner dimensions of 52x52 mml 

Each tube has a length of 554 mm and a diameter of 10 mm; the pitch ofthe assembly 

equals 13 mm. The innennost 2x2 tubes ofthe assembly all have a ring of 10 equally 

spaced holes on 5 different axial levels, resuldng in 20 levels all together. In the 

reraaming of this chapter, a 'ring of holes' is abbreviated to 'ring'. The bottom nng is 

located at 30 mm from the water inlet ofthe case and the subsequent nngs are spaced 
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water (+nitrogen) 
outlet-pipe 

upper 
chamber 

capillaries 

Figure 6-3. Section A-A. Top-view of 
4x4 configuration 

water supply-pipe 

numbering 
of tubes: 

C A 
D B 

core 

core 

detector tube 

dummy tube 

tube with holes 

blowing mtrogen bubbles: 
(direcdon of water flow 

is indicated) 

pedestal 

Figure 6-2. Side-view of lower part 
of SIMBOL 

81 mm 
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E ch .ube „,,h ho .s denoted by a caphal leher fr„,„ A ,o D as shown ,„ fig„e 6-3 
The holes have a diameter of 0.2 mm. 

Each ring can be connected separately to the nitrogen supply through a capillar 

causmgrnttogen bubbles to escape from the 10 holes mto the water. Smce the b l l T s ' 

are released mside the coreofthereactoritwasnotpossibleto use air because i t w o ^ 

become too much radioacdve because of producdon of -Ar . A maximum of 4 rings can 

be connected to the nitmgen supply at one time with no restricdons with respectl the 

number of combmations of 4 rings. The nitrogen flow to one ring can be adjusted by 

manually operated valves, independently ofthe mtrogen flows to the other rings ThI 
mtrogen flow rate can be measured with a flow meter of type Top-Trak 820/06 Al l 

these measures enable one to detennine exactly the posidon ofthe origm ofthe 

bubbles (position ofthe anomaly), the dme of origin ofthe bubbles (starting time of 

I n o m X ) ^ ' ^ ' " ^ ' " ' ^ 

The facility is equipped with 4 strmgs of 2 self-powered neutron detectors (SPNDs) 

each one located in a separate tube (see fig. 6-3). The stnngs are numbered from 1 to 

4 as shown ,n figure 6-6 (secdon 6-4). The SPNDs consist of a Cd emitter and a 

stainless steel collector and have a diameter of 4.5 mm and a length of 40 mm The 

SPNDs in one stnng are positioned at a relative axial distance of 10 cm The stnnes 

can be shifted in a vertical direction. 

6.3 Testing the facility 

The facility was first tested outside the reactor pool in order to detennine whether 

>t IS possible to create nitrogen bubbles at all the nngs. This was done by measunng the 

chordal averaged void fraction between the mbes using gamma transmission technique 

(Hewitt, 1978). At the same time void fraction measuremems were perfonned for 

several ntigs together and for different nitrogen flow rates. Dunng these measurements 

the water level in S I M B O L was approximately 1 m above the lowest nng and there was 

no water circulation. This means that these measurements were perfonned under 

W^STMRO " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " " ^ ^ " ^ ' ' bar) than the experiments perfonned later 
with S I M B O L positioned next to the core ofthe reactor (approx. 35 °C and 1 7 bar) 

Figure 6-4 gives an impression of how the gamma transmission expenments were 
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Figure 6-4. gamma Uansmission 

teclinique 

performed. This figure shows a horizontal 

cross secdon of the core of the facility. 

The source and detector are positioned in 

one line and the beam does not cross a 

tube. A 300 mCi ^""Am source is used 

which emits 60 keV gammas. For 

collimation of the beam two circular 

diaphragms of 1 mm diameter are used, 

one positioned near the source and one 

positioned near the detector. The 

ü ansmitted gammas are detected by a Nal 

scinrillator. The source and detector can be 

moved simultaneously since they are 

interconnected by a U-shaped rod. This 

rod, together with source and detector, can 

also be rotated in the horizontal plane. In this manner gamma transmission 

measurements can be perfonned for six different paths denoted by a, b, c, d, e and f, 

as shown in figure 6-4. The source and detector are in the conect position when the 

transmitted beam intensity (without bubbles) is maximum, meaning that the beam does 

not cross any tubes. 

The chordal averaged void fraction can be detennined using the following 

equadon (Hewitt, 1978): 

/(a^) = /^•exp(p ,a j , (6-1) 

where 7 and 7̂  stand for the beam intensity with and without bubbles, respectively, p, 

is the linear attenuadon coefficient of water being equal to 0.204 cm"' for 60 keV 

gammas (Blatz, 1959). The beam intensity is detennined by counting the number of 

gammas that are detected by the Nal scintillator during a specified period 7'and by 

dividing this number by T. By rewridng equation (6-1), an equation for as a function 

of I and 7̂  is obtained: 

_1_ 

1̂  

In 
/ 

(6-2) 
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Thus by measuring the beam intensity with and without bubbles, the chordal 
averaged void fi-action can be detennined. The standard deviation of a, can be derived 
from equation (6-2) and from the standard deviadon o f / . Since / has a Poisson 
distribution, a, is equal to: 

O; = / J T f . (6-3) 

The standard deviation of a j s then given by: 

^1 I-T (6-4) 

First, each ring was tested separately by placing detector and source at 5 cm above 

the nng. h appeared that 3 rings were plugged due to constmction faults with unknown 

cause. These rings are: D l , D2 and D5. These rings camtot be used dunng the 

experiments. 

Second, void fraction measurements were perfonned at several horizontal and 

vertical positions for nng B5, nngs {B2, B3, B4, B5) and rings {A3, B3, C3, D3}. The 

notadon {..} indicates that all the rings, given between brackets,' are used 

simultaneously. For ring B5 these measurements were also perfonned for different 

nitrogen flow rates. Figure 6-5 shows the void fraction as a fiinction ofthe flow rate 

for path b at 5 cm above ring B5. Also shown are the enor margins of one standard 

deviadon of the void fracdon. 

The volumetric averaged void fraction a,, can be estimated by the reladon: 

1 0 

f low rate (1/h) 
1 5 

Figure 6-5. Chordal averaged void fracdon as a frincdon ofthe nitrogen flow rate 

from ring B5. The source is located at posidon b (see figure 6-4) and at 

5 cm above ring B5. 
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where is the temiinal velocity of a swarm of bubbles in a medium of restricted extent 

(see section 6.5.2). is the cross-sectional area through which the bubbles flow and 

Og the volumetric nitrogen flow rate. I f and A,, are independent of Og then a,, is 

linearly related to Og. Assuming that a,, and are linearly related too, then is 

proportional to the volumetric flow rate. This is shown in figure 6-5 by a straight hne 

fitted through the points. The fitting was done using a least-squares fitting procedure. 

Later, it will be shown that Vf, is, in fact, almost independent of O ^ for small void 

fractions (see section 6.5.2). 

The chordal averaged void fi'actions obtained when the source is in positions b, c, 

e and f are higher than in the other posidons in case ring B5 or rings {B2, B3, B4, B5} 

are used. This datum is independent of the vertical position of the source and detector, 

as long as they are posidoned above the lowest ring B5. When rings {A3, B3, C3, D3} 

are used, the void fraction along path b and e is higher than along the other paths. This 

is independent of the vertical position of the source and detector. Paths a, c, d and f 

give comparable void fi'actions. These results indicate that the bubbles stay close to the 

tube from which they originate meaning that there is almost no void drifi. 

6.4 Experiments performed with S I M B O L 

Experiments with different combinations of rings and various nitrogen flow rates 

have been perfonned with SIMBOL. During all the experiments the facility was 

positioned between the reflector elements (see figure 6-1). As mendoned in section 6.2 

the water circulation pump could not be used. 

Nitrogen bubble injection experiments have also been perfonned with the NIOBE 

facility (Kozma, 1992). Kozma studied the connecdon between the intensity of the 

neutron noise and the void fi-action. This topic will not be treated here. Interested 

readers are refened to the work of Kozma or others (Bernard el al., 1982; Miteff el ai, 

1982; Kozma, 1992). Here the main attendon is focused on applying signal processing 

techniques and anomaly detecdon methods to the neutron noise signals obtained 

through the measurements with SIMBOL. 
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Core 

For neutron f lux 

measui-ements four SPNDs were 

used, namely the upper one 

from string 1, the lower one 

from string 2 and two from 

string 3. They are denoted by 

NDIH, ND2L, ND3L and 

ND3H, respectively, where ND 

stands for "neutron detector", L 

for "low" and H for "high". 

String 4 could not be used due 

to the fact that the tube was 

stuck at a high position meaning 

that the detectors were located 

far above the core. Figure 6-6 

gives a 3-dimensional view of 

the core of the facility showing 

the posidons of the four SPNDs. 

The dark-grey tubes are the 

detector tubes and the light-grey ones are the tubes with holes. The posidon ofthe 

reactor core is also indicated in the figure. Table 6-1 gives the vertical distance 

between the SPNDs and the bottom ring (ring 5). Since subsequent rings of one tobe 

are spaced 12.5 cm apart, NDIH is located 10.5 cm above ring 4, ND2L is located 2.5 

cm above ring 4, ND3L is located 8 cm above ring 3 and ND3H is located 5.5 cm 

above ring 2. 

Six measurements were perfonned with SIMBOL. 

Table 6-2 gives a short description of each measurement. 

The abbreviation Ms stands for measurement. The neutron 

detector signals are first filtered using 8th order low-pass 

filters with a cut-off frequency of 20 Hz. After filtering they 

are amplified using differential amplifiers. AC-coupling of 

the amplifiers, with a cut-off fi-equency of 0.04 Hz, is used. 

The DC value of the neutron detector signal is recorded 

eveiy 5 s. The nitrogen flow rate is measured using mass 

flow meters which return an output voltage proportional to 

Figure 6-6. Schematic 3-d view of the core of 

SIMBOL (not to scale) 

Table 6-1. Vertical 

distance between 

centre of detector and 

ring 5 

SPND position 

N D I H -+-23 cm 

ND2L + 15 cm 

ND3H +43 cm 

ND3L +33 cm 
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Table 6-2. Measurements perfonned with SIMBOL 

Ms Rings Duration Nitrogen flow rate 

1 B2, B3, 

B4,B5 

3840 s 

(1:04 h) 

Stepwise increase (4 steps) of nitrogen flow rate 

from 0 1/h to approx. 6.5 1/h per ring. (Total flow 

rate: 0-26.1 1/h) 

2 B5 900 s 

(15 min.) 

Gradual increase of nitrogen flow rate ffom 0 1/h 

to approx. 22 1/h. 

3 B5 2000 s 

(33:20 

min.) 

Stepwise increase (2 steps) of nitrogen flow rate 

ffom 0 1/h to approx. 10.6 1/h. (Flow rate signals 

were recorded inconectly.) 

4 B5 1500 s 

(25 min.) 

Stepwise increase (3 steps) of nitrogen flow rate 

ffom 0 1/h to approx. 10 1/h. 

5 A3,B3, 

C3,D3 

1650 s 

(27:30 

min.) 

Stepwise increase (2 steps) of nitrogen flow rate 

from 0 1/h to approx. 6.5 1/h per ring. (Total flow 

rate: 0 - 26.1 1/h) 

6 A3 1500 s 

(25 min.) 

Stepwise increase (4 steps) of nitrogen flow rate 

from 0 1/h to approx. 3.3 1/h 

the mass flow rate. The flow meters have a maximum range of 37.5 g/h conesponding 

to 30 1/h (at 0 °C and 1.0 bar) and an accuracy of 2 % full scale. The nitrogen is 

released under different condidons, namely at approximately 35 °C and 1.7 bar 

(conditions in the reactor core). The actual volumetric flow rate can be detennined 

using the ideal gas law: 

Q2 = ^ - y - Q , , (6-6) 

where P^, T, and 0^ are the pressure, temperature (in K) and volumehfc flow rate under 

reference conditions (0 °C, 1.0 bar). Index "2" refers to the actual conditions. Using 

equadon (6-6) it can be detennined that the actual volumetric flow rate is 0.664 times 

the flow rate indicated by the flow meter. The voltage signals from the flow meters are 

also low-pass filtered using the same filter settings as with the neutron detectors. No 

AC-coupling is used in case of the flow signals. Both the filtered and amplified neutron 
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detector signals and tlie flow signals are recorded on magnetic tape. 

In order to analyse the signals with a computer they are read from magnetic tape, 

filtered and amplified, i f necessaiy, and are sampled with a sampling period of 30 ms.' 

The flow rate and neutron detector signals are filtered, this time using a low-pass 

fi-equency of 5 Hz and 12 Hz, respectively. 

6.5 General analysis of neutron noise signals 

Before the signal processing techniques and anomaly detection methods are applied 

to the neutron noise signals it is important to have a proper picture ofthe anomaly that 

is introduced by blowing bubbles. In this section, results of spectral and statistical 

analysis of neufron noise signals, obtained with the SIMBOL measurements, are given. 

At the same time the bubble transit time will be calculated for several flow rates. 

6.5.1 Spectral and statistical analysis 

Figure 6-7 shows the nonnalized auto power spectral densides (NAPSDs) of ND3H 

. - 5 

LO 10 
Dl, 

< 

2 

4 6 
f r e q u e n c y (Hz) 

Figrure 6-7. Spectium of ND3H for five different total flow rates 

(measurement 1) 
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ofthe first measurement for the five flow rate steps. The flow rate values given m the 

legend of figure 6-7 are the average values ofthe sum ofthe flow rates from the four 

rings determined over a period during which die flow rate is almost constant. The total 

flow rate of measurement 1 as a fimcdon of time is shown in figure 6-13a (secdon 6.6). 

For determining the spectrum, the signal was first normalized using the DC-value 

ofthe detector. It can be seen that die amplitude ofthe spectrum for frequencies higher 

dian 1.5 Hz increases due to the blowing of nitrogen. The amphtude ofthe noise added 

by die bubbles increases widi the nitrogen flow rate. The spectrum below 1.5 Hz does 

not change because the amplitude ofthe noise added by the bubbles is much smaller 

than the amplitude of the global noise. The global noise is caused by reactivity 

fluctuadons during normal reactor operation. 

Figm-e 6-8 shows the probability density fimcdons (PDFs) ofthe same neutron noise 

signal. The neutron noise signal was first filtered using a low-pass filter with a cut-off 

frequency of 1.5 Hz. It is clear that the standard deviation ofthe filtered neutron noise 

signal changes due to blowing of nitrogen bubbles. Without pre-filtering the neutron 

noise signal no change of the standard deviadon occurs. The explanadon for this was 

already given in the previous paragraph, namely, that the spectra ofthe neutron noise 

signal for difierent nitrogen flow rates were unifonn for the frequency range from 0 to 

approximately 1.5 Hz. When studying the same (unfiltered) neutron noise signal in 

time domain (see figure 6-13b, next section) there is, as expected, no visible change 

either. 

Figure 6-9 shows the 

NAPSDs of the four 

detectors used in 

measurement 1 in case of 

maximum nitrogen flow 

rate. The spectra of ND3L 

and ND3H are different 

from the spectra of ND 1H 

and ND2L. I f these 

spectra are compared with 

the corresponding spectra 

for a nitrogen flow rate of 

0 1/h (not shown in figure 

6-9) it becomes clear that 

0.06 

0.04 

0.02 

0.00 

' 1 ' 1 — • • , 

r \ — ° 1/h -

• / \ 5.7 1/h 
/ A - \ 13.2 1/h . 

P U — - 19.8 1/h -
/.,./Q.,M 26.1 1/h -

7 \ \ 

- 0 . 0 0 0 5 0.0000 0.0005 
n o r m a l i z e d s ignal va lue 

Figure 6-8. PDFs of ND3H for five different total flow 

rates (measurement 1) 
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the spectra of NDIH and 

ND2L do not change 

visibly due to the 

bubbles, whereas the 

spectra of the detectors in 

string 3 do change. This 

can be explained by 

looking at the positions 

of the detectors relative 

to the origin of the 

bubbles. In figure 6-6 it 

can be seen that the 

bubbles which originate 

at the four rings of tube 

10 
- 5 

Q 

< 

10" 

10" 

10" 

10" 

ND3H -

- \ ND3L 

ND2L 1 
- O ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  - - - N D I H ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  - - - N D I H 

• ' , , ( . , . . . . . 

0 4 6 8 
f r e q u e n c y (Hz) 

10 12 

Figure 6-9. Spectra of neutron noise signals from four 

detectors (measurement 1 , maximum flow rate) 

B pass along the detectors in string 3 at veiy small distance (except the bubbles fi-om 

ring B2 which do not pass ND3L). This is however not the case for N D I H and ND2L. 

This shows that, in principle, it is possible to localize the bubbles. 

The effect on the reactivity of the blowing of nitrogen bubbles was too small to be 

detectable by control rod position. The DC-values of the SPND signals remained 

constant during the experiments. 

6,5,2 Transit-time calculations 

Since the two detectors 

in string 3 are axially 

displaced and bubbles 

pass along both detectors 

it is possible to detennine 

the transit time and thus 

the velocity of the 

bubbles using signals 

from both detectors. 

Transit-rime calculations 

have been done for 

measurements 3 and 4. 

0 1/h 
5.7 1/h 

13.2 1/h 
19.8 1/h 
26.1 1/h 

4 6 
f r e q u e n c y (Hz) 

Figure 6-10. Coherence between ND3L and ND3H for 

five different flow rates (measurement 1) 
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Figure 6-11. Phase of CPSD of ND3L and ND3H for 

maximum flow rate (measurement 3) 

Figure 6-10 shows the 

coherence between ND3L 

and ND3H for several 

nitrogen flow rates. It can 

be seen that the coherence 

diminishes when the flow 

rate is increased and 

becomes very small for 

high frequencies. The 

bubbles themselves and 

the distribution of the 

bubbles can easily change 

shape on their way ffom 

the 3L to the 3H detector. 

The effect of this defonnation will most probably be foimd in the range of relatively 

high frequencies. This could explain the decrease of the coherence between the two 

detector signals. 

First, the phase of the cross power spectral density (CPSD) is used for transit-time 

determination. The variance of the phase (p of the CPSD increases with decreasing 

coherence :̂ a^«l/^^-1. In order to obtain an accurate fransit-time value the coherence 

should be high. Figure 6-11 shows how the transit time of the bubbles between the two 

detectors is detennined by a least-squares fit of a sh-aight line to the phase ofthe CPSD 

of measurement 3 (flow rate: 10.6 1/h). The slope of the line detennines the transit 

time. The figure also shows that a transit time becomes apparent above approximately 

4 Hz. For lower frequencies the intensity of the noise caused by the bubbles is 

apparently too small compared to the global noise component present in both signals. 

The fitting in the figure was done for the range from 5 to 11 Hz. The transit time was 

only calculated when the average coherence over the interval from 5 to 11 Hz was 

higher than 0.05 in order to have sufficient accuracy. 

Second, the bubble velocity can be detennined using the cross conelation function 

(CCF) of ND3L and ND3H. The signals from the two detectors were first high-pass 

filtered using a fifth-order Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 4 Hz before 

the CCF was calculated. The pre-filtering was done in order to remove the global noise 

component. Figure 6-12 shows the CCF of measurement 3 (flow rate: 10.6 1/h). The 

CCF shows a fluctuation with a frequency of 5.1 Hz conesponding to the maximum 
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Figure 6-12. CCF of ND3L and ND3H for maximum 

flow rate (measurement 3) 

of the spectra of ND3L 

and ND3H affer filtering. 

The spectrum of ND3L or 

ND3H from 2 Hz till 

12 Hz can be approxi

mated by a straight line 

(l/f-spectrum) (see for 

example figure 6-9). 

Filtering the spectrum 

with a fifth-order Butter

worth filter can thus be 

approximated by multi

plying this line with the 

transfer function of the 

filter. The result of this multiplicadon has its maximum at 4.9 Hz which is close to the 

5.1 Hz detennined here. Beyond this frequency the spectra fall off very quickly 

explaining the fluctuating behaviour of the CCF. The position of the maximum of the 

CCF gives the transit dme. The maximum shown in figure 6-12 is not the real 

maximum of the CCF, since the points of the CCF are only known at muhiples of the 

sampling period. The exact position of the maximum of the CCF is veiy difficult to 

detennine due to the fluctuating behaviour of the CCF. Therefore, the CCF will not be 

used here for transit-time detennination. 

Table 6-3 gives the results of the bubble velocities detennined with the phase of the 

CPSD for several nitrogen flow rates. When studying table 6-3 one can see that the 

velocides are seemingly independent of the nitrogen flow rate. 

From theory it is possible to detennine the tenninal velocity of bubbles in a medium 

of restricted extent. The holes in the tubes have a radius of 0.1 mm which means that 

the bubbles reach a diameter: 

12;-, a, \ 1/3 
(6-7) 

before they detach (Chesters, 1978). a, is the surface tension of water (7.2740"^ \ 

7.04-10"^N/in). The values between brackets apply to the condidons: ({20 °C, 1.1 bar} 

\ {35 °C, 1.7 bar}) conesponding to: (SIMBOL outside the pool \ SIMBOL next to the 
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core ofthe HOR reactor), respectively. Ap is the difference between the density of 

water and the density of nitrogen which can be approximated by the density of water 

(pi) (10.0-10' \ 9.9-10' kgnn-'). g is the gn-avitational acceleradon (= 9.8 ms' ). The 

diameter of a bubble thus becomes: (2.07-10-^ \ 2.06-10-̂  m). 

The correct equadon to be used for determining the bubble velocity depends on the 

Reynolds number Re, (742 \ 968) ofthe bubble (Govier et al., 1972). Since in both 

cases, the Rei, is found in the beginning of the range ( [740, 1370] \ [960, 1870] ), the 

following equadon must be used to calculate the velocity of a single bubble in an 

infinite medium (vj^J (Govier et al., 1972): 

1.35 
2 a, 

This equation is independent of the dynamical viscosity. The bubbles are defonned, 

flattened horizontally and ellipsoidal in cross section and move in spiraling, zigzag 

paths. The effect of wall proximity reduces the bubble velocity by a factor of (0.917 

\ 0.915) (Hannathy, 1960) thus obtaining a tenninal bubble velocity v.̂  in the core of 

the facility of (32.8 \ 32.5 cms-'). 

In case of a swann of bubbles the average velocity of the bubbles v, can be 
calculated by (Govier el al., 1972): 

= ''io( (6-9) 

where a„.is the volumetric void fraction. The exponent K depends on the bubble size 

For 0.05< t4<2.0 cm K must be taken equal to 

1.5 (Govier el al., 1972). I f the bubbles stay Table 6-3. Bubble velocities 

close to the mbe from which they originate. A, 

can be estimated to 3.6-10^ m'. I f the flow rate 

is 10 1/h and the velocity of the bubbles is 

approximated by the velocity of a single one, 

then the volumetric void fracdon according to 

equadon (6-5) becomes 2.4 %. After 

subsdtudng this value of a,, into equation 

(6-10) it becomes clear that the velocity of a 

swann of bubbles differs only slighdy from the 

velocity of a single bubble (v^=0.965-v^o). 

Total bubble 

Ms 
flow velocity (cm/s) 

Ms 
rate 

(1/h) 
phase 

CPSD 
theory 

3 
6 31.1 (0.3) 31.8 

10.6 31.6 (0.2) 31.2 

4 
6.6 31.5 (0.5) 31.7 

10 31.5 (0.4) 31.3 
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Table 6-3 shows the theoretical values of the bubble velocities for the two 

measurements. The experimentally obtained bubble velocides come very close to the 

ones obtamed fiom theoo'. It can be concluded that for the flow rates applied the 

bubble velocity is ahnost independent ofthe flow rate. I f is also mdependent ofthe 

flowrate and i f a, is small (< 10 o/o) then the void fracdon is proportional to the flow 

rate. This is m accordance with what was fr)und in section 6 3 

Knowing the diameter ofthe bubbles it is also possible to detennine the number of 

bubbles that are released per second for a specific flow rate. I f the flow rate from one 

ring IS 1 I/h then from each hole 6.63 bubbles per second are released 

6.6 Applying process-monitoring techniques to neutron noise signals 

The three signal processing techniques and the three anomaly detecdon methods are 

applied to the neutron noise signals in the same way as was done in secdon 4 4 This 

IS done for all the detectors from all the measurements except measurement 3 This 

measurement was not used because the nitrogen flow rate was recorded mcoixectly 

meamng that it was not possible to detennine exactly the starting time of a step m flow 

rate. 

6.6.1 Signal processing 

First of all, the signal processing techniques were apphed to the neutron noise 

signals. Figure 6-13 shows the result of applying the three techniques to ND3H fi-om 

measurement 1. Figure 6- 13a presents the total nitrogen flow rate and figure 6-13b the 

neutron no.se signal. Graph a shows flucmations at the start ofthe second, third and 

fourth step in nitrogen flow rate. These fluctuations are caused by the fact that the 

mtrogen flow rate is adjusted manually. Finding the right opening ofthe valves takes 

some time and effort. The first step does not show any fluctuations since the valves 

were already adjusted before the start ofthe measurement. In order to introduce the 

first step, nitrogen pressure was simply applied to the valves by opening a fifth valve 

located in the conduit-pipe connecting the nitrogen botde to the four valves. 

The neutron noise signal shows no visible change due to the presence of nitrogen 
bubbles. Figures 6-13c till e present the time senes fi-om the three signal processing 
techniques. 
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a. total nitrogen flow 

d 
c. residual noise signal 

d. wavelet coefficient time series 

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 
time (s) 

Figure 6-13. Results of applying signal processing techniques to ND3fi signal 

ffom measurement 1 

AR analysis was applied to the first 5000 data points of the ND3H signal ffom 

measurement 1. Using the FPE led to an optimum model order of 40 (see section 
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2.2.1). When applying AR analysis to the signals from the other detectors the same 

model order was found. The standard deviation ofthe residual noise increases 2.86 

dmes when the total nitrogen flow rate is increased from 0 1/h to 26.1 1/h. 

Wavelet analysis was applied to die ND3H signal for input orders 4 untü 15. Input 

order 7 (central frequency = 7 Hz) showed the largest change due to the noise 

introduced by the blowing of bubbles. This is understandable considering the changes 

of die spectra of the SPNDs (see figure 6-7). The result with input order 7 is shown in 

graph 6-13d. This wavelet coefficient time series will be used for fiirther apphcadons. 

Other neutron noise signals were also analysed using the same input order. Also here 

a clear change of the wavelet coefficient is visible due to the blowing of nitrogen 

bubbles. The average value and the standard deviation of the wavelet coefficient 

increase 4.10 and 4.09 times, respectively, when the total nitrogen flow rate is 

increased from 0 1/h to 26.1 1/h. 

Fractal analysis was applied to the ND3H signal for many different combinadons 

o f /V and A:-ranges. Graph 6-13e shows the result for #=512 and k=l-l6. Fractal 

analysis was also applied to the other neutron noise signals using this {N,k}-

combination. The fi-actal dimension increases from an average of 1.36 to 1.67 when the 

total nitrogen flow rate is increased from 0 to 26.1 1/h. 

These analysis results show that each of the three signal processing tecliniques is 

sensitive to the noise added by the blowing of niUogen bubbles. All the time series will 

therefore be used as input for the anomaly detection methods. 

6.6.2 Anomaly detection 

The next step is to apply anomaly detection methods to the results from signal 

processing. Similar to section 4.4.3 it is demanded that the detection results have no 

false alanns and that the times to alann (TAs) are as small as possible. The method 

paiameters are detennined using the numerical results obtained through optimizadon 

of each method (see section 4.2). The only difference with the approach presented in 

section 4.4.3 is that for the SPRT method q is chosen equal to 1.1 here. 

As was done in section 4.4.3 it is also possible to apply the anomaly detecdon 

methods directly to the neutron noise signals. Figures 6-14 and 6-15 show the detecdon 

results with minimum 7A obtained with the ND3L signal from ineasurement 2 and 4, 

respectively. When the detecdon result in figures 6-14b and 6-15b is high, an anomaly 

is detected. From both figures it can be concluded that the anomaly is not detected. 
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There is merely an 

isolated spike detected in 

both cases. Therefore, a 

criterium is required, 

which determines whether 

there is really an anomaly 

detected or not. Here, the 

following method is 

introduced: 

- The surface under the 

graphical represen

tation of the detection 

result is detennined. 

- This surface is divided 

by the maximum 

obtainable surface. 

- I f this quotient K is 

higher than a certain 

threshold value then 

an anomaly has been 

detected, K is called 
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a. f low ra te ( r i np : B5) 

b. de t ec t i on r e s u l t w i t h o u t s igna l process ing 
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Figure 6-14. Result of applying extremes method 

directly to ND3L signal of measurement 2 
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a. f low rate ("ring: R5) 

detect ion resul t wi thou t signal processing 

500 1000 
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Figure 6-15. Result of applying SPRT directly to ND3L 

signal of measurement 4 

the detecdon result decision parameter. 

Table 6-4 shows the K values for the ND3L signal fi-om measurement 2 and 4. The 

values in the second column of this table were detennined from figures 6-17d and 

6-18c, respectively. For the values in the third column figures 6-14b and 6-15b were 

used. It is clear that first applying signal processing techniques leads to much better 

detection results than the first mentioned 

approach. What is shown for these two 

signals also accounts for the other signals. 

Therefore, from here on signals are always 

first processed before anomaly detecdon 

methods are applied. 

In every applicadon the goal is to 

detect the first step or the ramp (gi-adual 

increase) in case of measurement 2. Per 

Table 6-4. K values with and without 

signal processing. 

K K 

Ms (with signal (without signal 
processing) processing) 

2 0.465 0.013 

4 0.490 0.0007 
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detector 9 (3 signal processing techniques x 3 anomaly detecdon methods) detecdon 

results are obtained. Thus in total 5x4x9 = 180 detecdon results are obtained. The 

threshold value for K is chosen equal to 0.333 here. This means that whenever a 

Table 6-5. Smallest TAs obtained per measurement and per detector 

Ms anomaly 

Step ffom 0 to 

6.6 1/h total Nj-

flow rate (rings: 

B2, B3,B4, B5) 

Gradual increase of 

NJ- flow rate 

(ring: B5) 

neutron 

detector 

Step tfom 0 to 

3.3 1/h NJ- flow rate 

(ring: B5) 

Step from 0 to 

13.3 l /hNj- flow 

rate (rings: A3, B3, 

C3,D3) 

Step from 0 to 

0.66 1/h NJ- flow 

rate (ring: A3) 

IH 

2L 

3L 

3H 

IH 

2L 

3L 

3H 

IH 

2L 

3L 

3H 

IH 

2L 

3L 

3H 

IH 

2L 

3L 

3H 

TAis) 

43.29 

41.82 

34.44 

27.90 

247.23 

248.70 

247.59 

246.87 

38.10 

4.83 

11.85 

4.65 

method 

combination 

frc-sprt 

frc-sprt 

fix-sprt 

wav-sprt 

wav-sprt 

AR-f 

AR-sprt / AR-x' 

frc-sprt 

frc-sprt 

AR-x' 

AR-sprt 

wav-ext 

4.59 

AR-ext 

AR-sprt 

AR-sprt 

wav-x' 

AR-sprt 

frc-sprt 

AR-x' / wav-sprt 

AR-sprt 

K 

0.986 

0.843 

0.989 

0.960 

0.351 

0.446 

0.465 

0.632 

0.968 

0.088 

0.490 

0.830 

0.598 

0.184 

0.285 

0.694 

0.070 

0.232 

0.015 

0.050 
AR-autoregressive analysis, wav=wavelet analysis, frc=fractal analysis, 
ext=extremes method 
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detection result has a K 

smaller than 0.333, there 

is, by definition, no 

anomaly detected. Table 

6-5 shows the smallest 

TAs obtained per detector 

and per measurement and 

it shows which com-

binadon of a signal 

processing technique and 

an anomaly detection 

method gave the fastest 

detecdon. Only when K is 

larger than 0.333 the TA is 

given in table 6-5. 

The detection results 

obtained with mea

surement 1 show that for 
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Figure 6-16. Detecdon results with four detector signals 

from measurement 1 

all detectors the step is detected with high K values. This is suiprising, since only the 

spectra ofthe detector signals from string 3 showed a change due to the blowing of 

bubbles (see figure 6-9). This demonstrates the strength ofthe process monitoring 

techniques in detecting small anomalies. The 7:4s obtained with N D I H and ND2L are, 

however, larger than the TAs obtained with ND3L and ND3H. It is remarkable that the 

step is detected much earlier for ND3H than for ND3L. By taking a look at figure 6-16 

one can see, however, that with ND3L a result without any alann failures is obtained 

which is not the case for ND3H. It should also be noted that only approximately 3/4 

of the total flow passes ND3L because this detector is posidoned above ring 3 but 

below ring 2. 

In case of measurement 2, the anomaly is also detected by all four detectors. Again, 

for ND3H the anomaly is detected first. The K values are not as high as for 

measurement 1, because the anomaly is detected much later. Figure 6-17 shows the 

detecdon results. The TA obtained with NDIH is rather questionable since after the 

first detecdon ofthe anomaly there is a long period during which nothing is detected 

(figure 6-17b). The nitrogen flow rate shows a rather capricious behaviour owing to the 

non-linearity ofthe manually operated valves and the difficulty of adjusdng the flow 
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